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On Behalf of the District: ----- Steve James, Chairman of the 
District Bargaining Committee and 
James Larson, District Administrator 

I. BACKGROUND -- 

On February 25, 1986, the Parties exchanged their initial 
'proposals on matters to be included in a new collective 
bargaining agreement to succeed the agreement which would expire 
on June 30, 1986. Thereafter, the Parties met on four occasions 
in efforts to reach an accord on a new collective bargaining 
agreement. On May 20, 1986, the District filed the instant 
petition requesting that the Commission initiate Mediation- 
Arbitration pursuant to Sec. 111.70(4)(cm)6 of the Municipal 
Employment Relations Act. On September 10, 1986, a member of 
the Commission's staff conducted an investigation which 
reflected that the Parties were deadlocked in their 
negotiations, and, by October 13, 1986, the Parties submitted to 
the Investigator their final offers as well as a stipulation on 
matters agreed upon, and thereafter the Investigator notified 
the Parties that the investigation was closed; and advised the 
Commission that the Parties remain at impasse. 

Subsequently, the Commission ordered the Parties to select 
a Mediator-Arbitrator. The undersigned was selected and 
notified of his selection December 1, 1986. The 
Mediator-Arbitrator met with the Parties on February 7, 1987. 
The dispute was not settled. However, the Parties did give 
each other permission to revise their final offers and, in 
doing so, narrowed their difference on the only issue in 



dispute (salary schedule). Copies of the revised final offers 
are attached as Appendix A (Association) and Appendix B 
(District). The stipulations are attached as Appendix C. 

The Arbitrator then met with the Parties for the purpose 
of conducting an arbitration hearing on March 16, 1987. 
Post hearing briefs were submitted and exchanged April 15, 
1987. The following award is based on the evidence submitted 
by the Parties, their arguments and the relevant statutory 
criteria. 

II. THE FINAL OFFERS -~ 
As noted, the only issue is wages. The benchmarks under 

each schedule are compared to the 1985-86 benchmarks below: 

Board Offer Association 
. 1985186 $7YXKzrease 

BA Base -iTFfO- 1637-5 --7zg.;; ,6'&+ -g/6.75 
BA Max 21005 21770 22423 141816.75 
MA Min 16960 17725 765/4:51 18105 114516.75 
MA Max 25335 26100 76513.02 27045 171016.75 
Schedule Max 26560 27325 76512.88 28353 179316.75 

On an average per teacher basis, the final offers are costed as 
follows: 

Y-3 
Board 4:96 1TO7 

Association 8.21 1832 9.06 2574 

III. 

A. 

ARGUMENTS OF THE PARTIES -- 

The Board -- 
In terms of comparables, the Board believes their 

selection of comparables (the athletic conference) is more 
"realistic" than those used by the Board. They also note the 
athletic conference was used as the comparable group by an 
Arbitrator in a previous arbitration case. Responding 
specifically to the Union's comparable selections, they note 
Altoona and Fall Creek are influenced heavily by their 
close proximity to Eau Claire. Additionally, Durand and Westby 
are considerably larger than Cochrane-Fountain City and most of 
the others are geographically out of the area. 

Based on 1985-86 schedules in the athletic conference, 
they assert the package increase as proposed by the Board will 
rank the Cochrane-Fountain City staff within the upper one-half 
to one-third of the Dairyland Conference Schools at all levels. 
Important in this regard is their belief that the 1985-86 
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increases were significant especially at the top of the salary 
schedule. In this regard, they note that as a result of 
Cochrane-Fountain City having a "longevity clause" in the 
professional agreement contract, the actual top salaries for 
approximately one-half of the staff will be above that 
reflected on the schedule. The longevity clause states that 
"in addition to the (above) salary schedule, each 
teacher remaining at the top of his/her lane will receive the 
increment of that lane." 

Last, they note (11 the Cochrane-Fountain City Board of 
Education has proposed a 1986-87 total package increase that 
is more closely related to the cost of living increase over the 
last three year period, and (2) they argue that the 
Association's $2574 per teacher is excessive in view of the 
economic climate for the nation, Wisconsin and our general 
area. 

B. The Association 

At the outset, the Association notes there is only one 
settlement in the athletic conference (Gilmanton). Thus, they 
expand the primary set of comparables to include settled 
"area" schools, similar in size, within approximately a fifty- 
mile radius. Thus, none of these schools are any farther than 
the most distant athletic conference schools (Alma Center and 
Augusta). These schools are: 

Westby De Soto 
Durand Elk Mound 
Altoona Bangor 
Mondovi Pepin 
Fall Creek Arkansaw 
Gilmanton 

Against these comparables and a secondary set of 
comparables, the Association analyzes the impact of the offers 
on the rank and historical differentials at the benchmarks. 
Basically, they contend the Board's offer causes deterioration 
in these respects. 

In terms of 1986-87 settlements as reflected by the 
benchmarks, the following represents a composite of some of the 
data presented by the Association: 

BA Minimim 
BA Maximum 
MA Minimum 
MA Maximum 
Schedule Max. 

Area Avera e Benchmark Increases 
- l-5&=86 to 1986-T 

Group - Final Offers 
Association Board 
9 

7TO/lU69 
$ 70 ---T- 

6.511449 
6:5/1054(-151 

7.611241 
6.5/1418(-31) 

4T9/735(-304) 
3.6/765(-684) 

6.5/1145(-96) 
6.911748 

4.5/654(-476) 
6.5/1710(-38) 

7.011836 
3.0/765(-983) 

6.5/1793(-43) 2.9/765(-1071) 
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Area Avera e Benchmarks 
(Comparmo Fina ---f- OTfeamarks) 

Area Final Offers 
Benchmark Avera= -- Association Board 

BA Minimum 16,325 16,664 (+339) 16,375 (+50) 
BA Maximum 23,790 22,423 (-1367) 21,770 (-2020) 
MA Minimum 17,665 18,105 (+440) 17,725 (+60) 
MA Maximum 27,032 27,045 (+13) 26,100 (-932) 
Schedule Max 28,142 28,353 (+211) 27,325 C-817) 

They argue these comparisons, especially at the maximums, 
demonstrate the superiority of their offer. They do acknowledge 
the longevity provision in the contract. However, they point 
out even if longevity is added to the maximum benchmarks, the 
Board's offer is still shy of the average maximums without 
;.nw;v. At the BA Max the Board offer including longevity 

Moreovei, 
-403 at the MA Max and -436 at the Schedule Max. 

they note that some other area schools do 
have longevity provisions. 

The Association also offers extensive argument on how the 
Board's flat $765 across-the-board increase alters the 
historical internal index ratios of the benchmarks, the 
educational lane increments and BA/MA ratios. 

Based on the analysis above, the Association contends its 
offer is consistent with the public interest and supports the 
comparability factor (d). In terms of other public sector or 
private sector settlements, they note neither the Board nor the 
Association submitted data under the provisions of this 
criterion. In terms of the cost of living, they question the 
reliability of the District's data and argue instead that the 
settlement pattern is most indicative of the weight to be given 
to the cost of living factors. Next, they suggest there is 
nothing in terms of total compensation which would distinguish 
Cochrane-Fountain City from other area schools. They note the 
school administrators got a 7% increase. 

IV. OPINION ' -- 
The Arbitrator is obligated to give weight to the following 

factors: 

a. The lawful authority of the municipal employer. 
b. Stipulations of the parties. 
C. The interests and welfare of the public and the 

financial ability of the unit of government to 
meet the costs of any proposed settlement. 

d. Comparison of wages, hours and conditions of 
employment of the municipal employes involved in the 
arbitration proceedings with the wages, hours and 
conditions of employment of other employes performing 
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e. 

f. 

g* 

h. 

similar servies and with other employes generally 
in public employment in the same community and in 
comparable communities and in private employment 
in the same community and in comparable communities. 
The average consumer prices for goods and services, 
commonly known as the cost-of-living. 
The overall compensation presently received by the 
municipal employes, including direct wage 
compensation, vacation, holidays and excused time, 
insurance and pensions, medical and hospitalization 
benefits, the continuity and stability of employment 
and all other benefits received. 
Changes in any of the foregoing circumstances during 
the pendency of the arbitration proceedings. 
Such other factors, not confined to the foregoing, 
which are normally or traditionally taken into 
consideration in the determination of wages, hours 
and conditions of employment through voluntary 
collective bargaining, mediation, fact-finding, 
arbitration or otherwise between the parties, in 
the public service or in private employment. 

In applying the statutory factors--where there are a 
sufficient number of voluntary settlements--criteria (d) is 
usually given controlling weight since it is a reasonable 
objective indication of the approximate weight to be given to 
all the factors considered as a whole. However, the difficulty 
presented in this case is that only one of the athletic 
conference schools (Gilmanton) is settled for 1986-87 and it is 
much smaller than Cochrane-Fountain City. Thus, because of 
this, it cannot be relied on solely. Under these circumstances, 
this would be allowing the tail to wag the dog. 

Since the athletic conference is generally considered the 
traditional comparable grouping, this creates a void for the 
purposes of applying criteria (d). In the face of this void, 
the Association looks to other area schools. On the other hand, 
the District looks solely at the wage relationship in the 
athletic conference for 1985-86 (which is for the most part not 
instructive as to the proper wage increase and relationship for 
1986-87) and the cost of living and a sweeping reference to the 
economic conditions in the nation, the state and the "general 
area." 

It is the opinion of the Arbitrator that the comparability 
factor cannot be ignored merely because there is no pattern in 
the traditional comparable group. It is necessary and 
appropriate to look ,t~w~:~;r schools as comparables outside the 
traditional group. they cannot necessarily be given 
the same controlling weight'as the traditional comparables. 
The weight to be given to non-traditional comparables 
diminishes in proportion to the strengths of the inferences 
which can be drawn from those comparbles. The validity of the 
inferences also depend on the facts and circumstances of each 
case including the relative value of the evidence on the other criteria. 
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In this case, the inferences to be drawn from the 
Association's first comparable group are reasonably strong, 
particularly when two schools are discounted. The remaining 
schools are all within a reasonable range of each other in terms 
of FTE, pupil enrollment, are all primarily rural in nature and 
all are reasonably geographically proximate. They all have 
normal schedules and current settlements. 

When the settlement data is scrutinized, the Association's 
proposal to increase the salary structure is much closer to the 
pattern in terms of structure and the amount of an increase. 

The following represents the average increases at the 
benchmarks for the Association's comparable group minus 
Arkansaw and Altoona relative to the offers: 

Average Benchmark Increases - - -- 

%=3 Board Association 
$ (Diff)%(Diffl $ (Diifl Y' 

BA Min lU36/6:7 7657=27=l)/4.9(-178) TOsRTTs,,<.~ 
BA Max 136216.2 765(-597)/3.6(-2.6) 1418(+561/6.5(+.3) 
MA Min 123117.4 765(-466)/4.5(-2.91 1145(-86)/6.5(-.9) 
MA Max 169416.6 765(-925)/3.0(-3.6) 1710(+16)/6.5(-.l) 
Sched.Max 179216.7 765(-1027)/2.9(-3.8) 1793(+1)/6.5(-.2) 

As can be seen, the increases at the benchmarks are much closer 
to the average under the Association's offer than the Board's. 

It must also be noted that only two schools, Gilmanton and 
Elk Mound, structured their settlements as flat dollar amounts 
on the cells whereas other schools gave percentage raises on 
each cell resulting in relatively higher dollar increases to 
teachers on the upper end of the schedules. The 4 ssociation's 
proposal is structured consistent with this norm. This fact 
shows up dramatically at the salary maximums. Thus, the Board's 
problem is not only that overall its proposal is low but that it 
is structured entirely different than the general pattern 
creating inequities according to the consensus of settlements. 

The District did direct attention to the liberal longevity 
provision in Cochrane-Fountain City. However, even when adding 
increments to the increases at the maximum, the Association is 
still closer to the norm. the MA (no credits) 
increment is $580. 

For instance, 
When this is added to the $765 flat 

increase, the total increase is $1345 versus the average 

1. Altoona should be discounted because it is immediately 
adjacent to the City of Eau Claire and therefore not 
comparable. Arkansaw should be discounted because of its much 
smaller size combined with the fact it appears to be in a 
catch-up position. This is demonstrated by the fact increases 
are substantially above any general pattern. 
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benchmark increase of $1694--a $345 difference. The difference 
is slightly more dramatic at the schedule max when the 
Longevity increment is added to the $765. Thus, there isn't 
any overwhelming mitigation in the longevity provision 
especially considering four others in the group of nine area 
schools have some form of longevity. 

The above analysis shows that when analyzing the offers 
under criteria cd), a solid preference arises for the 
Association's offer. The evidence under this criteria must be 
then weighed against the other criteria. Under these 
circumstances, in spite of the fact that a traditional 
comparable set is not available, criteria (d) is most indicative 
of the reasonableness of the offers. There is no solid 
evidence on ability to pay or the public interest and welfare. 
There is only a glancing reference to the economic conditions 
in the state and "general area" and no evidence that the 
economic conditions in Cochrane-Fountain City are significantly 
different than those in other area schools. The cost of living 
data when viewed in isolation does -favor the Board but 
generally speaking the. comparables deserve more weight. As 
stated by Arbitrator Mueller in North Central VTAE 18070-A 
(l/16/81), the 

II . . .more relevant reflection of this impact of 
inflation upon employees in a given area of the 
country is more accurately reflected by level of 
contract settlements that evolve during the period 
under consideration." 

In summary, the statutory criteria based on the evidence 
in this record favors the Assocation's offer. This is not to 
suggest that their offer is per se reasonable but that it is 
less unreasonable than the Board's given the record before the 
Arbitrator. 

Award 

The final offer of the Association is adopted. 

Dated this loFday of'June, 1987 at Eau Claire, Wisconsin. 
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INITIAL FINAL OFFERS 

1. All tentative agreements as initialed September 10, 1986, by 
the parties: the calendar and tentative agreements dated 
July 2, 1986, in a memo “To Whom It Kay Concern” signed by 
both parties. 

2. All other language contained in the 1985-86 agreement would 
be carried forth except as modified by these tentative 
agreements and date changes as would be necessitated for the 
1986-87 agreement. 

3. The Association’s final offer on salary schedule monies--S 
percent on cell (see attached schedule). 
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Cochrane-Fountain City 
School District 

P.O. Box 219 
FOUNTAIN CITY, WI 54629 

High School (608) 687.4391 
Elnmentory (608) 687.4171 

July 2, 1986 

- - 

TO ImOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Ids, the undersigned, being authorized representetivee of the 
Cochrane-Fountain City Board of Education and the Cochrsne-Fountain City 
Teachers Association, do hereby declare the following items of negotiations 
settled and agreed to and will therefore not be a part of the mediatlon- 
arbttretion procedure. 

1. The contractual agreement will be changed so that the 
terns “classroom teacher”, “faculty member”, “teaching 
personnel”, and “teacher” will become “professional 
staff” end include aadio-visual director, counseling 
and guidance personnel, librarians, and nurse. 

2. Summer school benefits will be increased from the 
current $30/hour - $250/total, to $SO/hour and 
$350/tota1. 

3. Agreed to chanKe K page 11 high school teachers to: 
reimbursement for an extra class nssignment above the 
regul&r six acadmlc or five academic plus one and one- 
half study hall assignments . . . six claesee and any 
supervision assignment would constitute an overload. 

4. Agreed to pay 100% of the medical coverage for those who 
enter the early retirement program at the end of the 
1985-86 school year. 

5. The calendar for the 198647 school year as attached. 

Cocllrnnc-Fountain city Cochranc-Fountain City 
llonrd of Education Teachers Assac 1 at ion 
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BOARD OF EDUCATION 
Marlene Jocquort, ~rewden, 
Steve James, Y\C~ ~rrr,den, 
Ardys Ke,lholtz, clerk 
Charles Engfer, ~rearurer 
James Everson, D,reoor 
Timothy M&r. ~uecfor 
Allen Schmitt, brec~or 

APPENDIX C 
/ 

@  

C chrane-Fountain City 
School District ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 

P.O. Box 219 James Larson, ~uperaownaen, 

FOUNTAIN CITY, W I 54629 Kenneth Wald, ~temenwy ~r,nc pot 

High School, (608) 687.4391 
Ronald Douglas, nlqh SL~OOI ~r,nc,par 

Elementary (608) 687-4171 

July 2, 1986 

TO NllOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

W e , the undersigned, being authorized representatives of the 
Cochrane-Fountain City Board of Education and the Cochrane-Fountain City 
Teachers Association, do hereby declare the following items of negotiations 
settled and agreed to and will therefore not be a part of the mediation- 
arbitration procedure. 

1. The contractual agreement will be changed so that the 
terms "classroom teacher", "faculty member",  "teaching 
personnel", and "teacher" will become "professional 
staff" and include audio-visual director, counsel ing 
and guidance personnel, librarians, and nurse. 

2. Summer school benefits will be increased from the 
current $3O/hour - $250/total, to $SO/hour and 
$350/tota1. 

3. Agreed to change K page 11 high school teachers to: 
reimbursement for an extra class assignment above the 
regular six acadmic or five academic plus one and one- 
half study hall assignments . . . six classes and any 
supervision assignment would constitute an overload. 

4. Agreed to pay 100% of the medical coverage for those who 
enter the early retirement program at the end of the 
1985-86 school year. 

5. The calendar for the 1986-87 school year as attached. 

Cochrane-Fountain City 
Board of Education 

Rdnald Vil ladsen 
Cochrane-Fountain City 
Teachers Association 
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